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N e i l  S h e pa r d

Riches

I have watched the sunken TV rise
from the paneled foot-board and assume its place
in the room, a black orb that throws off light.
I have raised and lowered it, refusing
the empire’s blue glare. I have bathed
in the tub of Lebanon cedar, anointed myself
with oils and emollients, and descended
to the sunken living room. I have dipped
the chilled shrimp in the sundae dish bloodied
with cocktail sauce, and poured into the fluted
blue wine-glass the ancient Bordeaux. I have counted
these as payment, and have, with my writing
fingers, dimmed down the house-lights. I have opened the windows
onto the Atlantic, seen the sweep of the Sound, the sand backed by beach mere,
beach mere by bulkhead and storm-fence, and these by the enormous compound.
And I have listened to the surf ’s insistent yes—the sound heard long ago
near the Dover cliffs, and longer still, by the Aegean, where the laureate
in his sponsor’s lodge heard the shore’s slow erosion, and turned
back to the party in his honor, yes, yes, take it—and I have gone out
along the cedar boardwalk, from the guest-house to the master’s,
where the wine was still better, and the shrimp more sumptuous, and the many
courses still awaiting me, amidst the banter and the payment and the praise.
And there was so much light, wasn’t there, thrown off by the rich
discourse on the famous philanthropists, the fabulously ruthless,
and to my question—How long does it take, on a good day, to drive
from Manhattan to Southampton—the smart money said, Ten minutes
by helicopter. And to the show-stopping question—If you could try on
one mind throughout human history, whose would it be?—
the range of answers, from Matthew Arnold and Aristotle and Einstein,
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to Michaels Jackson and Jordan and Ellen DeGeneres, revealed the real
richness of humans being human. And as the butler dimmed
the chandeliers so the table candles glowed preModernly,
was my face suffused with viands and wines, or was it, when
the post-prandial lights clicked on, quite wan and waxen and wistful
for the long walk back along the cedar shakes, where the grounds crew
would be sweeping up the sand that blows in all night from the ocean, blows
over the bulkhead and beach grass and boardwalk, as if it would bury the world.


